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Blind With Rain strives to balance a formula encompassing a catchy hook while maintaining the dense,

haunting mood of early industrial music. 7 MP3 Songs ELECTRONIC: Industrial, ROCK: Goth Details:

The name "Blind With Rain" was inspired by a poem by Dante Gabriel Rossetti titled, "The Portrait"

(composed in 1847). The audible expression, "Blind With Rain" is a project that was created by Aaron

Geis in 2001. Residing in Maryland, Aaron Geis started receiving awards and recognition for his art as

early as the third grade. He is a completely self taught artist who experiments with everything from

painting, photography and digital imagery to poetry  music. His eclectic work has no boundaries in media

or subject matter. Musically, Aaron's bold sense of expression and choice of instrumentation creates

extraordinary layers that give a sense of depth and mood. Aaron released his book of poetry and

illustrations, Certain Things Within, in 1998. In 2000 he teamed up with Plastik Acid's Chris Bentley and

released the spoken word CD titled, "Summon Room". This release featured tracks by Full Blown Kirk,

Funeral Girl, Jarboe from the Swans, and other underground artists. In the summer of 2003 Aaron had his

first gallery opening in Houston, Texas titled "Through The Forest" where he showed his paintings and

photographic works. Through inspiration opposed to imitation, Blind With Rain strives to balance a

formula encompassing a catchy hook while maintaining the dense, haunting mood of early industrial

music. Industrial Nation magazine reviewed Blind With Rain's 4-track 2004 demo in issue number 21

stating: "Beat programming is really clever (not in the pain-in the-ass-virtuoso sense of the word), (with)

great use of reversed vocal samples (see, even the oldest recipes can bring good results when you're

talented), and there's a level of melody-crafting I hadn't heard in ages in that style..."
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